
a shade better
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Made in  
the Shade! 
Some fabric, some trim,  
and a self-adhesive shade  
kit...and you’re done!



Let There Be Light!
Make any space a happy place with lamp shades made to order—by you! You don’t have to 
break out the needle and thread for these simple projects. Thanks to our self-adhesive shade 
kits, you can light up your life with nothing more than your favorite fabric and some trim!

TIPS: 
1. Remove label from shade to use as your pattern.
2. Following manufacturer’s instructions, trace pattern onto  

backside of fabric.
3. Cut out fabric; carefully press it to the shade.
4. Use hot glue (or fabric glue) to attach trims and embellishments.
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A. SQUARE OFF  This 5" square shade is just the 
thing for tiny spaces—and it only takes a little 
fabric to make it shine. We chose a smart orange 
print perfectly paired with a solid black lamp base.
B. BEST BUD  Want to go big with your 
embellishments? Think about choosing a solid color 
for the main part of the shade. We amped up this 
basic black number with a giant fabric rose and two 
halves of a quirky rhinestone zipper for the trim.
C. GREEK CHIC  Sometimes a stand-out trim is 
enough to turn out a focal-point shade. For this 
look, for example: We used a sleek black satin for 
the base. And then we added a bold Greek key 
trim for the perfect geometric pop. It was a simple 
project, but—wow!

a. b.

c.
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This trendy peacock  
feather print is  
actually scrapbook
paper. We dotted it with 
gemstones after we applied 
it to this petite 6" x 6" shade.

d.

 Feather 
Weather 
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e.
D. IN COLOR  We chose a 
cool bohemian print for this 
eye-popping table lamp. 
But before we applied to the 
shade, we added a handful 
of quirky floral appliqués. 
Here’s how: cut leaves and 
flowers from coordinating 
fabric,  back them with 
f u s i b l e  w e b,  a n d  i r o n 
them on according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions.
E. SEA YOU SOON  Need a 
ship-shape accent lamp for 
your favorite little sailor? 
Try jute webbing, twisted 
cord trim and a hand-cut 
felt anchor. 



bright side  
This fun 4" x 6" x 10" 
shade has a quirky  
shape that begs for a  
gonna-make-you-smile  
fabric. Oh yeah, this 
whimsical print  
does the trick!

tied up  Suit up a silver buffet lamp with  
sweet blue gingham fabric, smart grosgrain ribbon, 
and a ready-to-go necktie appliqué (available in the 
Wearables Department).
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flower fest  For dimension, try a cluster of 
burlap flowers (available in the Floral Department). 
Just cut off the stems, and glue them into place.

bead bliss  Put down the beading needle!  
You won’t need it. We got this layered look by simply  
wrapping beaded trim ‘round and ‘round the shade. 
Done!

just vine  
A bold, floral 
print and subtle 
beaded trim—
and you have a 
shade to die for. 
Décor doesn’t get 
easier than that.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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